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Westport-Based Plastic Surgeon James R.
Lyons, M.D., Author of the Only Diet and Ex‐
ercise Books on Brown Fat, Launches Na‐
tionwide Diet and Fitness Program
Connecticut Doctor Leads the Brown Fat Revolution

WESTPORT, CT--(Marketwire -02/10/12)- James R. Lyons,
M.D., plastic surgeon, former clinical instructor at Yale and
author of "The Brown Fat Revolution: Trigger Your Body's
Good Fat to Lose Weight And Be Healthier" (St. Martin's
Press/2010) -- the only book that has been written on the
benefits of increasing brown fat -- has launched the Brown
Fat Diet Across America Program, a 3-month diet and
exercise program to take place in 11 American cities.
Geared for women between the ages of 35 and 65, the pro‐
gram is based on the contrarian notion that fat is the key to
shedding pounds and years off the body. But it has to be
the right kind of fat -- calorie burning brown fat.

Said Dr. Lyons, "As a plastic surgeon who has practiced for over 30 years, my interest in brown fat be‐
gan during surgeries when I noticed different qualities of fat in the body from literally holding it in my
hands -- one type of fat that was yellow and mushy, while the other was firm, resilient and brown. In these
surgical settings, I was able to determine that my patients who had healthier lifestyle habits including
quality diet and exercise regimes had more brown fat than those folks who were less health-oriented."

New Scientific Research Supports Benefits of Brown Fat
Dr. Lyons' groundbreaking Brown Fat Diet Across America Program comes on the heels of a recent
media frenzy that was prompted by 2 new research papers on how brown fat, when triggered by cold or
exercise, can help you look lean and toned. One study, published in The Journal of Clinical Investigation
showed that cold can induce brown fat to burn "yellow" fat in humans. A flurry of article ensued in The
New York Times and Time, among other major news sources.

Dr. Lyons has a unique understanding of the psychology of motivation and commitment and the physiolo‐
gy of muscle development and fat loss. Said Dr. Lyons, "I have spent years studying the health benefits
and beauty secrets tied to brown fat -- a journey has been fueled by my passion for my roles as a plastic
surgeon, seasoned body builder and champion ballroom dancer. I am thrilled to see so much of the world
finally jumping on the brown fat bandwagon."

To demonstrate that Dr. Lyons was ahead of the curve, "The Brown Fat Revolution" was being printed in
2009 at the same time that The New England Journal of Medicine published an important article linking
brown fat to weight maintenance. "The Brown Fat Revolution" was then voted as one of the "Top 10 No‐
table Diet Books of 2010" by Time magazine. "Lose The Fat, Lose The Years," a soft cover edition on
"The Brown Fat Revolution," was recently released in the fall of 2011.
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Get Brown Fat Now
Much of the current news stories focus on the possibility of a wonder drug based on the newly discovered
hormone Irisin, which was shown in the science journal Nature to induce the creation of brown fat. Irisin
also exists in people as well as mice.

But Dr. Lyons says, "Why wait for the miracle pill?" He is encouraging people who want to lose weight,
look fit and obtain a radiant youthful glow associated with brown fat to take a proactive approach right
now by using his Brown Fat Method to increase brown fat naturally and quickly. His Brown Fat Diet
Across America Program includes:

The Brown Fat Diet: a 4 week-program (alternating carbohydrates and protein while also em‐
bracing nutritious, healthy fats to keep blood sugar at an even keel to avoid fat production) 

The Brown Fat Exercise Method: A 30-minute training program in a cold temperature environ‐
ment that includes a routine centered on weights and bungee cords -- not cardio -- keeping me‐
tabolism up continuously (not temporarily as cardio does) to burn more fat.) Go here to see Dr.
Lyons performing this workout on YouTube: http://www.youtube.co/watch?v=RdFw_ovrIaI

To learn more about the Brown Fat Revolution and The Brown Fat Diet Across America Program, visit
http://thebrownfatrevolution.com.

James R. Lyons, M.D.:
Dr. Lyons is the author of "The Brown Fat Revolution: Trigger Your Body's Good Fat to Lose Weight And
Be Healthier" (St. Martin's 2010) and "Lose the Fat, Lose The Years" (St. Martin's 2011).

He is a former clinical instructor in plastic surgery at Yale University. Dr. Lyons is currently a practicing
surgeon in Westport, Connecticut, and a Diplomat of the American Board of Plastic Surgery. He is an ac‐
tive member of the American Society of Plastic Surgery, the American Society of Aesthetic Plastic
Surgery, the Connecticut Society of Plastic Surgery, the New Haven County Medical Society, and the Yale
Surgical Society. In l977, he received the Yale Plastic Surgery Residents' Award for Teaching Excellence.

Dr. Lyons was the National Junior Ballroom Champion in Latin and International styles and appeared on
the Ed Sullivan show in l966. He is also a seasoned bodybuilder, and a fitness and nutritional expert.

For more on Dr. Lyons and the Brown Fat Revolution, visit: http://thebrownfatrevolution.com.

Contact:

Stephanie Susnjara
917-714-5323
Email Contact 
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Fired for What? 10 Infamous Firings
You've probably already heard about the Kentucky man who lost his job at Wamart last month after allegedly trying
to bring a little Thanksgiving cheer to an elderly customer. A petition on Change.org has garnered more than 350,000
online signatures, but so far, Walmart hasn't given him his job…LiveScience.com

See What Your Current Car is Worth in New York
Black Book is an online leader in offering timely, independent and accurate used car values. Find the
value of your used car today!

JPMorgan, other employers move to cover costly autism therapies
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when he was 18 months old. It's a formidable expense, but starting in January, Giangregorio's employer, JPMorgan
Chase & Co, will chip in. The company announced in late November that it…

Reuters

Supreme Court declines to review Lockheed employee class action
The Supreme Court on Monday opted not to hear an appeal filed by Lockheed Martin Corp (LMT),
which was contesting a class action lawsuit brought by employees. The lawsuit claims that Lock‐
heed is liable for poor management of its employee retirement plan under the federal U.S. Employee
Retirement…Reuters 35 mins ago

Qantas and Holden troubles not signs Australia struggling: S&P
Ratings agency Standard & Poor's on Monday said its downgrade of airline Qantas and a decision
by Holden to stop making cars locally were not signs that the Australian economy was in trouble.
S&P downgraded national carrier Qantas to "junk" status this month after the airline issued a shock
profit…AFP

Google seeks brand advertising billions with YouTube
Google dominates search ads. Now it's going after brand advertising billions
USA TODAY

Ex-Dividend Reminder: Analogic, EastGroup Properties and First Midwest Bancorp
Looking at the universe of stocks we cover at Dividend Channel, on 12/18/13, Analogic Corp (NASD: ALOG), East‐
Group Properties, Inc. (NYSE: EGP), and First Midwest Bancorp, Inc. (NASD: FMBI) will all trade ex-dividend for their
respective upcoming dividends. Analogic Corp will pay its quarterly…Forbes 6 mins ago

Time Warner Tells Cable To Take On Netflix, Xbox and YouTube
Time Warner Chairman & CEO Jeff Bewkes sounded the alarm for cable operators, ?Offer online video?now, or
someone else will.? Distributors of pay TV programming -- cable, direct satellite and telco -- will have a hard time
winning back customers who defect to online services. Bewkes prodded…Forbes

Target-Date Funds Need a Close Look
The stock-bond mix in target-date funds can wary widely, this adviser says, so planners need to evaluate them
closely.
The Wall Street Journal

Covington Adds to Environmental Practice: Business of Law
Gary Guzy, who was the deputy director and general counsel of the White House Council on Environmental Quality,
is joining Covington & Burling LLP in January. Guzy, who also served as general counsel of ...
Bloomberg

How to Help Clients Put Real Estate Inside an IRA
IRS rules and regulations are among the things that need to be considered, advisers say.
The Wall Street Journal

U.S. factory activity gaining steam as production broadens
Production at the nation's factories advanced 0.6 percent last month, building on October's 0.5 percent gain, the
Federal Reserve said on Monday. That increase in manufacturing combined with a jump in mining and utilities output
to boost industrial production 1.1 percent, the largest increase…Reuters 8 mins ago

ShowBiz Minute: O'Toole, Fontaine, Cameron
'Lawrence of Arabia' star Peter O'Toole dead at 81; Joan Fontaine, Oscar-winner for 'Suspicion,'
dies; James Cameron to bring 'Avatar' sequels to the big screen. (Dec. 16)
Associated Press Videos

Nine officials, executives accused in Oman graft trials
Nine state officials and private sector executives have gone on trial in Oman on charges of taking or offering bribes,
in a widening crackdown on corruption in the Gulf sultanate's oil industry and related sectors. Corruption is a politi‐
cally sensitive issue in Oman, which saw sporadic street…Reuters 47 mins ago

Credit Cards Are Now Offering 0% APR Through 2015
Consumers can now get rid of high interest rates and get 0% APR for 18 months. Compare these
leading 2013 credit card offers and find your best offer.

What Should Your Marketing Look Like In The New Year
It’s no secret, I’m a fan of Zoho and Zappos. Their approach to marketing, branding, customer ser‐
vice and creating company culture resonate with me. Earlier this year, one of Zoho’s competitors
hosted a huge event in San Francisco and of course they weren’t invited. But potential Zoho cus‐
tomers…Business 2 Community

US factory output rises solid 0.6 pct. in November
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. factories increased output in November for the fourth straight month, led by a surge in
auto production. The gains show manufacturing is strengthening and could help boost economic growth at the end
of the year.
Associated Press 52 mins ago
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China shoppers ring luxury tills from London to New York
By Adam Jourdan and Phil Wahba SHANGHAI/NEW YORK (Reuters) - Fang Ying's December wish
list of Louis Vuitton handbags and Chanel perfume is not only for Christmas. Over two-thirds of luxu‐
ry spending by mainland Chinese was made overseas in 2013, an increase from 2012, according to
the China…Reuters

Women in Business: Q&A with Linda Sawyer, CEO Deutsch North America
A lifelong steward of Deutsch Inc., Linda joined the agency over 20 years ago. She has been a key player in helping
Deutsch become an industry leader known for its fierce independence and strong culture. Linda oversees Deutsch
NY, Deutsch LA, Lowe Roche Toronto, Amuse in Montreal, and professional…Huffington Post 46 mins ago

Mitsubishi Heavy, GE Settle Wind Patent Infringement Cases
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd. and General Electric Co. agreed to settle all patent infringement lawsuits concerning
wind-turbine technology in the U.S. by granting cross-licensing.
Bloomberg

DIRECTV STREAMING VIDEO
MONEY: DirecTV is looking into ways to grow revenue and is considering launching a streaming
video service as an option. AT&T says it can't afford to subsidize smartphone upgrades
TouchVision

[video] Abenomics 'close to bulls eye': Pro
Thomas Byrne, regional credit officer for Asia and the Middle East, Moody's Sovereign Risk Group says that busi‐
ness sentiment shows Abenomics is deeply felt in Japan but, to really work, corporate profits ...
CNBC
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